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A B S T R A C T

Through a combination of continued demand, technological advancement and regulatory change, mobile and
wireless networking is entering an expected period of rapid and broad innovation and change. This landscape
presents mobile and wireless researchers with unique and unparalleled opportunities, but the inherent
complexity of the wireless ecosystem also presents unique challenges. Specifically, the envisioned broad
advancement of the science of wireless networking requires experimentation at scale in real environments,
with control and visibility from the lowest layers of the radio up to the top of the application stack. This
paper provides an overview of the Platform for Open Wireless Data-driven Experimental Research (Powder).
Powder is a city-scale, remotely accessible, end-to-end software defined platform being designed and built to
address this need. Compared to other mobile and wireless testbeds Powder provides advances in scale, realism,
diversity, flexibility, and access. We describe the Powder architecture, building blocks, control framework and
experimental workflow. We also describe example research efforts being supported by the platform and its
current deployment status.
1. Introduction

The evolution of mobile and wireless networks is being accelerated
by a near perfect storm of demand, technological advancement and
regulatory change. As we have become accustomed to over the last
couple of decades, the growth rates of mobile users, mobile traffic,
mobile devices and mobile use cases continue to grow unabated. For
example, in their most recent global internet analysis and forecasting
report, Cisco Systems estimates that by 2023 70% of the global popu-
lation will have mobile connectivity, the speed of cellular connections
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will more than tripple, and more than 300 million mobile applications
will be downloaded [1]. These anticipated growth rates are driven
by accelerated commercial 5G deployments [2] even as the research
community is exploring ‘‘5G and beyond’’ [3,4].

Beyond these somewhat expected advances, the mobile and wireless
networking evolution is heavily influenced by a number of key trends.
First, the ‘‘softwarization’’ of network functionality (software-defined
networking, network function virtualization, network programmability,
network virtualization) that has fundamentally changed networking
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Fig. 1. Powder footprint. The map shows the existing ‘‘Campus’’ deployment (hilly campus environment), as well as the ‘‘Dense’’ deployment (build-up environment) currently
nderway. Snowflakes represent ‘‘base stations’’, while the blue radio emitter nodes represent ‘‘fixed-endpoints’’. The blue circles with white squares are compute clusters (near-edge,
dge and metro), while the black lines are private front/back-haul fiber. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
f this article.)
ver the last decade is now also being applied to mobile networks
n general and the radio access network (RAN) in particular. Specifi-
ally, the ‘‘Open RAN’’ concept has evolved from early research pro-
otypes [5] to consortia with broad industry participation [6] and
has also attracted interest from regulators [7]. Second, the scarcity of
usable spectrum, combined with ever increasing demand for mobile
and wireless services and applications, is arguably the biggest chal-
lenge associated with the future of wireless and has lead to efforts by
regulators and funding agencies to emphasize the need for research
into innovative spectrum sharing solutions [8–11]. Third, as is the
case in many other disciplines, machine learning (ML) technology is
being applied to mobile and wireless networking. This includes the
application of ML to the analysis and prediction of wireless use [12],
to inform the management and operation of ever more complex mobile
and wireless networks [13] and indeed to use ML technology to realize
different networking functions in a networking stack [14]. Finally,
emerging ‘‘application level’’ research associated with, for example,
extended reality (XR) [15], volumetric video streaming [16], high pre-
cision localization [17] etc., both exploit the capabilities of emerging
mobile and wireless networks and drive new capabilities required of
future networks.

For researchers in mobile and wireless networking the above trends
present unique and unparalleled opportunities for innovation. How-
ever, the inherent complexity of the broad mobile and wireless ecosys-
tem also present unique challenges to researchers. Specifically, the
advancements demanded by the above trends cannot be attained by
tinkering around the edges of existing networks. To drive forward
the science of wireless networking, we need innovative researchers
to build their own networks at scale and in real environments, with
control and visibility from the lowest layers of the radio up to the top
of the application stack. I.e., we need at-scale wireless testbeds. Since
wireless devices are diverse and mobile, the testbed must be too; since
technologies change rapidly (and sometimes unpredictably) at all layers
of the stack, the platform must likewise be able to adapt to community
needs to stay relevant. Such a living laboratory needs to be built with
the precision of a scientific instrument so that experimenters can have
confidence in the accuracy and reproducibility of their results, and must
be built from the ground up to support the scientific process. It must
support not only competition in the race for cutting edge technologies,
but also cooperation and collaboration that enables researchers and
2

industrial users to build on each others’ work.
This is the vision that is driving the design and realization of the
Platform for Open Wireless Data-driven Experimental Research (the
Powder platform) currently being deployed in Salt Lake City, Utah.
I.e., Powder is a highly flexible city-scale scientific instrument that
enables research at the forefront of the wireless revolution. Powder
is a partnership between the University of Utah, Salt Lake City, and
over a dozen other public and private organizations (local, national and
global). Powder is one of the platforms being developed as part of the
National Science Foundation (NSF) Platforms for Advanced Wireless
Research (PAWR) program. The PAWR program is a public–private
partnership between the NSF and an industry consortium of more than
thirty organizations.

Designing and realizing the Powder living laboratory involves ad-
dressing many challenges, several of which have contradictory re-
quirements. The challenges include finding practical answers to the
following questions: How to support a broad range of research, the
experimental needs of which are largely unknown? How to enable an
experimental workflow environment that can support such a broad
range of research? How to enable research for users who are not
physically present at the testbed location? How to ensure experimental
repeatability? How to ensure the longevity of the platforms? How
to allow safe and compliant radio frequency (RF) transmissions in a
real world environment with many other RF services? How to enable
multiple users at the same time, and yet prevent interference between
experimenters? How to manage platform resources and tools to sup-
port many different configurations, without getting overwhelmed by
operational complexity?

This paper describes the design and realization of the Powder plat-
form and the strategies we employ to address these challenges.

Powder is deploying dozens of programmable radio nodes over
an area of approximately four square kilometers. Approximately half
of these radios are at fixed locations (‘‘base stations’’ and ‘‘fixed-
endpoints’’), with approximately forty mobile programmable radio
nodes traveling through the area on couriers (‘‘mobile-endpoints’’).
This space covers two distinct environments: a hilly campus envi-
ronment and a build-up (urban-like) area (see Fig. 1). The physical
deployment also offers a variety of configurable ‘‘coverage’’ scenarios,
e.g., conventional macro-cell, or small-cell (enabled by the campus
‘‘dense’’ deployment), or combinations thereof. Diversity in mobility
is provided by using mobile couriers that have relatively predictable
movement patterns (i.e., campus shuttles, see Fig. 2), and couriers

that are ‘‘controllable’’ (e.g., backpacks/portable endpoints that can
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Fig. 2. Routes covered by campus shuttles carrying Powder mobile-endpoints.

be moved by researchers that come on-site). Each of the deployed
nodes consist of user-programmable software defined radios (SDRs),
off-the-shelf (OTS) radio equipment, RF front-ends and antennas. Each
node is also designed to support a modular ‘‘bring-your-own-device’’
(BYOD) approach whereby experimenters can augment or ‘‘replace’’
functionality in the nodes. All Powder nodes have out-of-band access so
that experimenters can remotely control, monitor, and collect data from
their experiments. Nodes also have modest local compute and storage
capabilities (i.e., near/edge compute with sub-ms latency), and the
ability to access large amounts of cloud computing capacity both in the
metro area (with approximately a millisecond of latency) and across the
country. Fixed nodes deployed as base stations are connected with each
other and compute resources via a dedicated fiber front-haul/back-haul
network.

On top of this physical infrastructure, Powder runs a sophisticated
testbed control framework that has build-in support for complex device
provisioning and a set of tools for scientific workflow management,
collaboration, and artifact sharing. This framework must meet two
seemingly contradictory goals: to provide zero friction between experi-
menters and raw access to hardware and to make it simple for beginners
and those who wish to run high-level experiments to get their work done.
Low-level access is necessary for the simple reason that this is where
innovations in core wireless communication happen. At the same time,
many users, such as those working on wireless service level architec-
tures, for example, do not need to reprogram radios, and are better
served by platforms that provide them higher levels of abstraction.
The Powder control framework [18] provides these features. Powder
‘‘profiles’’ allow one experimenter to run directly on raw hardware,
e.g., to explore new wireless waveforms or spectrum management
technologies, and another to run a higher-level framework, such as
the open network automation platform (ONAP) (www.onap.org), or a
complete end-to-end 5G mobile network, on the same platform with
equal ease.

Powder supports a broad range of research areas, including: Ar-
chitecture of next-generation wireless networks (taking advantage of
Powder’s deeply programmable radio, switching and compute resources
to explore novel designs in wireless data); strategies for Dynamic Spec-
3

trum access, using available bands over a wide range of spectrum by
flexibly monitoring and adapting to RF conditions, and exploiting our
wideband antennas and SDR transceivers; Network Metrology through
the measurement of wireless network performance and behavior under
varied conditions, throughout the enormous combinatorial space of
our multiple locations, flexible hardware, available frequencies, fixed
and mobile stations, etc.; and Applications/Services with deep end-to-
end programmability supporting almost all conceivable application
and service models throughout wireless and core networks ranging
from lightweight application software on OTS consumer UEs to in-
tensive centralized high-performance computation on our data center
resources.

We describe related work in Section 2. A more detailed description
of Powder is provided in Section 3. The Powder hardware building
blocks and example use cases (for which there are existing profiles
available) are described in Section 4, and example research efforts by
he Powder team are presented in Section 5. We describe the current
tatus of Powder in Section 6, and Section 7 concludes.

. Related work

To our knowledge, there is no existing city-scale outdoor testbed
hich provides the scale, flexibility and varied scenarios, or which
nables the design and evaluation of future networking systems, in the
ay Powder does. The fact that Powder is remotely accessible and open
o outside researchers also differentiates it from many earlier testbed
fforts.
In terms of indoor wireless testbeds, the ORBIT testbed has been

n early and unique resource, enabling wireless research by providing
ccess to stationary nodes deployed in a relatively small area [19].
ore recent indoor testbeds include Arena [20] and the Drexel Grid
DR testbed [21]. Another US-based indoor testbed is the PhantomNet
ontrolled RF environment [22], which is being refreshed and inte-
rated into Powder. In Europe, Fed4Fire+ [23] federates a number of
estbeds, including a number of indoor wireless facilities: w-iLab.t is
n indoor wireless testbed with a variety of wireless equipment (sensor
odes, WiFi and LTE equipment) [24]. The IRIS [25] and NITOS [26]
estbeds provide software defined radios in an indoor environment
similar in functionality to ORBIT). The R2lab is a wireless testbed
ithin an anechoic chamber with OTS and SDR wireless devices [27].
he TRIANGLE project provides 5G application and device benchmark-
ng capabilities [28]. These indoor wireless testbeds do not have the
cale and real world conditions available in Powder.
Earlier US-based outdoor testbeds include DOME [29], CORNET

[30], OpenRoads [31], CorteXlab [32], ORBIT outdoor, and Microsoft’s
campus bus WLAN service [33]. In Europe the Fed4Fire+ federation
includes a number of outdoor wireless testbeds, including: CityLab,
a ‘‘neighborhood level’’ smart city testbed [34] with WiFi and IoT
equipment and an outdoor instance of NITOS (supporting WiFi, WiMAX
and LTE). These earlier outdoor testbeds often lacked the flexibility
available in indoor facilities, were relatively small in scope and were
typically focused on providing access to specific wireless technologies,
e.g., 3G, LTE, WiMax, and WiFi. Several of the earlier outdoor testbeds
also were not open to outside researchers. In contrast, Powder pro-
vides a highly flexible end-to-end software defined infrastructure, at
city-scale and is open to external researchers.

Recent European efforts also include 5G specific experimental in-
frastructures, such as 5G-VINNI [35] and 5GENESIS [36]. These infras-
tructures are focused on 5G specific experimentation with significant
industry involvement and using commercial equipment. As such they
support a different set of research questions than Powder, e.g., re-
search associated with application performance or measurements of
commercial wireless environments.

The Powder ‘‘sister’’ projects under the Platforms for Advanced
Wireless Research (PAWR) umbrella [37], are closely related to Pow-
der and share some of the same high-level objectives. The COSMOS
platform has a similar high level architecture as Powder, but with
smaller footprint and a specific focus on mmWave technologies [38].
AERPAW is a more recent PAWR platform with a focus on aerial

wireless communication [39].

http://www.onap.org
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Fig. 3. Powder Overview and its relationship with other research platforms.

3. Powder Platform overview

The Powder architecture is directly driven by current and emerging
esearch needs, and is ready to evolve over time as research questions
hange. To understand our design, it is helpful to think of it as having
hree major components: the physical infrastructure out of which
he facility is built, the functionality that infrastructure is designed
o provide, and the control framework that manages the facility and
rovides services to users. Flexibility and diversity are built into the
latform at all three levels. The physical infrastructure includes a vari-
ty of different types of radios, antennas, environments, and mobility
atterns. It is designed so that both general-purpose and specialized
quipment can coexist side-by-side, and that BYODes can be added by
xperimenters. The functionality enabled by these devices is designed
o maximize research impact by providing deep programmability end-
o-end: from SDRs in the mobile devices and base stations all the
ay through edge and metro cloud compute platforms. A collection of
ardware does not, by itself, constitute a platform for experimentation,
o we need a control framework to provision, monitor, and configure
he equipment and to provide services to users. By using a control
ramework that exposes devices at a very low level, users’ access to
he devices is unfettered, enabling the diversity that will be required
o support the large investment in wireless research that is expected in
he upcoming years.

.1. Physical infrastructure

An overview of the physical architecture of the Powder platform
nd its relationship with other research platforms is shown in Fig. 3.
hen fully deployed, Powder will have tens of base stations1 (#1 in
ig. 3) on the UofU campus. Different areas of the deployment have
ifferent densities of base stations. Specifically the UofU campus will
ave both rooftop base stations as well as more densely deployed base
tations at ‘‘street level’’. (See Fig. 1.) This diversity gives experimenters

1 The functionality of an SDR is determined by the software executing on it.
s such, with the appropriate software any SDR can act as a base station, or a
ireless endpoint, or a wireless measurement node etc. Nevertheless, for ease
f exposition, we use generic wireless terminology, i.e., base station, endpoint
tc., to describe the Powder architecture.
4

m

a range of environments and possible configurations in which to run
their experiments.

Powder has two types of base stations. General purpose base stations
consist of a number of OTS SDRs, an RF front end and antennas, and
a complement of control hardware for managing and accessing the
devices. (Out-of-band access is provided via the fiber infrastructure
describe below.) Specialized massive multi-input multi-output (mMIMO)
base stations consist of SDRs and antennas in a dedicated configuration
to support mMIMO research. Both types of base stations are described
in more detail in Section 4.1.

All base stations are fronthauled/backhauled using a dedicated fiber
nfrastructure (#2) to an near edge compute cluster (#3). The near edge
ompute cluster consist of a rack of general purpose compute and
torage servers, within 60 μs round-trip-time of the base stations. The
ompute nodes at the near edge compute cluster provide the compute
eeds of base station SDRs. The edge compute locations are also
etwork aggregation and connection points to the edge/metro compute
latforms (#4), using 100 Gb/s links. In Powder the edge compute
latform is the existing Emulab cluster [40] on the UofU campus and
he metro compute platform is the CloudLab clusters [41] in the UofU
owntown datacenter. The Emulab cluster (edge compute) has a round-
rip latency of approximately 500 μs from the base stations, while the
loudLab (metro compute) round-trip latency is approximately 750 μs.
owder also connects to, and is federated with, our existing wireless and
obile testbed PhantomNet [22] (#5). PhantomNet provides wireless
xperimentation in a controlled RF environment, i.e., RF equipment in
araday cages are interconnected via a software-controlled attenuator
atrix. This federation with PhantomNet allows for experiments to
e smoothly moved back and forth between a controlled laboratory
nvironment (PhantomNet) and the Powder living lab. As shown in
ig. 3, together with the other testbeds at the UofU, Powder connects
o Internet2 (#6) to allow federation with other platforms: such as the
loudLab sites at Clemson and Wisconsin (#7) and the GENI ‘‘edge
loud’’ ecosystem. Powder will also be connected to the programmable
ational footprint FABRIC infrastructure [42].
The full Powder deployment will have tens of wireless endpoints (#8-

0). Wireless endpoints have a similar basic configuration as the gen-
ral purpose base stations (i.e., SDRs, RF front end and antennas and
ontrol infrastructure). They differ from base stations in two regards:
ut-of-band access is provided by commercial LTE modem or WiFi
when devices are in range of the UofU campus network), and the com-
uting needs of the endpoint SDRs are provided by small-form-factor
ompute nodes co-located with the endpoint. Some of the wireless
ndpoints are deployed at human height at fixed locations (#8). Other
ireless endpoints will be deployed on a variety of mobile ‘‘couriers’’.
here will be two types of couriers: those that can realize predictable
obility (#9) and couriers for controlled mobility (#10). The predictable
ouriers are campus shuttles, of which the UofU maintains a large fleet
ith a variety of on- and off-campus routes. Controlled couriers involve
ortable endpoints that experimenters can carry or put in vehicles to
ealize specific mobility objectives. Finally, Powder will have dozens
f IoT sensor units (#11). The sensor units will be deployed both
longside mobile endpoints, and in static locations throughout our
ireless coverage area.

.2. Functionality

eneral purpose functionality. The physical infrastructure described
bove becomes hardware building blocks in Powder. As shown in
ig. 4, these hardware building blocks are combined with a variety of
oftware building blocks as well as the Powder control framework
o realize the overall functionality of the Powder infrastructure. Using
he Powder control framework (described below in more detail) allows
hese hardware and software building blocks to be composed into

eaningful experiments in the platform
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Fig. 4. Functionality and experimental workflow.

Powder software building blocks include a variety of SDR stacks
such as GNU Radio [43], OpenAirInterface [44], and srsLTE [45]),
ore mobile networking stacks (such as free5GC [46], and OpenAir-
nterface Core [47], RAN virtualization/programmability stacks (such
s O-RAN [6]), connected edge cloud stacks (such as AETHER [48]),
s well as general purpose network virtualization and cloud computing
tacks (such as OpenStack [49], ONAP [50], and XOS/CORD [51]). The
esult is that the entire system—endpoints, base stations, networks, and
loud computing infrastructure is software-defined.
The radio equipment in base stations and endpoints is designed

o provide wide frequency capability, to provide experimenters with
aximum flexibility in selecting propagation characteristics, spectrum
icensing authorizations, avoiding interference, and interoperability
ith existing equipment. Each radio can be allocated to different
xperimenters, (assuming they operate in non-overlapping spectrum
ands), thus allowing multiple experiments to use the same part of
he platform concurrently. Alternatively, all radios might be allocated
o one experiment where a researcher might use one for the ‘‘active’’
xperiment, one for passively monitoring the experiment, and a third
or providing frequency interference.

pecial purpose functionality. For extended and customized function-
lity, the base stations and mobile endpoints can be expanded with
pecialized equipment for experiments that cannot be run on the OTS
DRs, such as OTS endpoint equipment (e.g., smartphones or IoT
evice), BYOD equipment built by experimenters, or specialized devices
uilt by the PAWR industry consortium members. This equipment can
se the same control and network infrastructure as the general-purpose
DRs.
As described earlier, specific special-purpose functionality available

n Powder is programmable mMIMO equipment and open source soft-
are. The mMIMO equipment derives from the Argos [52] mMIMO
echnology developed by Rice University and now being commercial-
zed by Skylark Wireless. The mMIMO open source software is being
rovided by the Powder ‘‘companion project’’ RENEW (Reconfigurable
co-system for Next-generation End-to-end Wireless) [53].2

.3. Control framework

The Powder control framework is based on the Emulab control
ramework [40]. Emulab provisions at an extremely low layer, giving

2 Powder and RENEW are funded as one project from an NSF perspective,
he POWDER-RENEW project. Powder is the platform described in this paper.
ENEW involves the development of open source software for the Skylark
ireless mMIMO equipment.
5

Fig. 5. General purpose base station.

researchers direct access to hardware (as opposed to virtualized or
container-based frameworks)—a critical feature for cutting-edge com-
munications design and for systems with real-time requirements. A
principal goal of the framework is to provide zero penalty for remote
access: that is, to make as many features available to remote users
as possible so that they can work just as effectively as if they were
on-site. In addition to managing user access, experimental resource
allocation and experimental control, it provides a profile abstraction and
support for scientific workflows. Profiles capture the relationships and
dependencies between building blocks (both hardware and software)
making them a key enabler for several important features. First, profiles
provide the ‘‘recipes’’ with which the Powder software and hardware
building blocks are combined and instantiated into meaningful end-
to-end experiments. Through its profile mechanism Powder provides
a set of functional ‘‘one click’’ experiment environments for popular
stacks such as OpenAirInterface and srsLTE for 4G and 5G networks,
O-RAN for RAN virtualization and programmability, ONAP for net-
work management, control and orchestration etc. Experimenters can
create and share their own profiles, boosting scientific collaboration
and repeatability. Second, profiles make it easy to support a range of
users, from novices through the foremost experts in the world. Novices
can get started using profiles that provide fully functional end-to-end
experiments, enabling them to start working right away. Experts can
use profiles that provide ‘‘raw’’ access to the equipment: for example,
profiles that contain the tools to program SDRs, a task that they would
do themselves.

Another valuable property of our control framework is its built-in
notions of experiment life cycle and its ability to support sophisticated
scientific workflow tools. The language used to describe profiles makes
it straightforward to create ‘‘parameterized’’ experiments, enabling ex-
perimenters to run different versions of experiments or to do parameter
sweeps. For example, starting small and scaling up once an experiment
has been shown to work at a small scale, or running repeated trials
using the same software but radios in different locations. Profiles are
version controlled, meaning that researchers can go ‘‘back in time’’ to
run previous versions of their experiments, asking questions such as
‘‘are my new results different because of changes to my experiment, or
due to external factors?’’ When publishing results, researchers can also
point to the specific version used to gather those results.

The numbered sequence in Fig. 4 depicts the interaction between
Powder components as part of a typical user experimental workflow.
Specifically:

(1) Users access the Powder platform via a portal which, from a user
perspective, embodies all aspects of the platform. (2) A user typically
selects a profile as the first experimental step. Powder provides a profile
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‘‘database’’, i.e., existing profiles provided by the platform team or
created by users. Profiles describe the hardware and software building
blocks that will be used to instantiate an instance of the profile.
(3) Once the user has selected (and optionally provided parameters
associated with the profile), the Powder control framework takes over
o instantiate an instance of the profile. This includes: (i) Verifying
hat the profile is syntactically correct. (ii) Determining whether the re-
uested resources, hardware and software, are available. (iii) Allocating
he necessary resources for the user. (iv) Loading appropriate software
e.g., operating system images and other profile specific software) on
he selected hardware resources. (v) Performing any additional con-
iguration, e.g., network configuration to finalize the profile instance.
4) While the profile is being instantiated the status of the process and
etails of the resources selected for the experiment is available to the
ser via the Powder portal. (5) Once the profile is fully instantiated (an
xperiment in Powder parlance), the user can access resources in the
xperiment via the portal. (E.g., by ‘‘ssh-ing’’ into nodes.)

. Powder Building blocks

.1. Hardware

General Purpose Base Station: The general purpose base station
omponents are shown in Fig. 5. Experimental equipment includes
our networked SDRs (two NI N310s and two X310s), an RF front-
nd (supporting frequency division duplex (FDD) and time division
uplex (TDD)) and signal amplification. Three of the SDRs are con-
ected to a banded Commscope antenna (VVSSP-360S-F). The fourth
DR is connected to a Keysight broadband antenna covering 20 MHz–
GHz (N6850 A). The experimental SDRs’ 10 Gbps Ethernet links
onnect to a coarse wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM) multi-
lexer/demultiplexer (fs.com FMU-C182761M), which is connected via
private fiber run to a complementary CWDM mux/demux unit at the
ear edge compute cluster which provides general purpose compute
apabilities for the SDRs. (The SDRs also contain field programmable
ate array (FPGA) functionality which enables radio-local processing.)
he base station also contains an NI B210 monitoring SDR which is
oupled to the transmit (TX) path of the experimental SDRs (via the
F front end). This allows monitoring [54] of the experimental SDRs
6

l

to ensure Federal Communications Commission (FCC) compliance. The
remainder of the base station equipment involves a small-form-factor
control compute node (which is also the compute node for the monitor-
ing SDR), a management switch, power control and a variety of sensors.
As shown in Fig. 6, the base station is housed in a climate controlled
enclosure.

Massive MIMO Base Station: Fig. 8 depicts the components of the
mMIMO base station [55]. The array is built up of two transceiver
SDRs (Skylark IRIS-030-D) that are interconnected to form a chain
of SDRs. The SDR chains in turn are connected to an Aggregation
Hub (Skylark FAROS-ENC-05-HUB) which serve to interconnect the
chains and acts as an aggregation and connection point to the compute
platform that gets paired with the base station for mMIMO operation.
The base station configuration used in Powder has four two-transceiver
SDRs per chain and eight chains connected to the hub, making a 64-
transceiver mMIMO base station. (See Fig. 7.) As shown in Fig. 7,
ach of the two-transceiver SDRs are front-ended by an RF front end
nd dual-polarized antenna element (The Powder configuration is a
roadband radio service (BRS)/citizens broadband radio service (CBRS)
ront end (Skylark IRIS-FE-03-CBRS) capable of operating from 2555 to
655 MHz and from 3550 to 3700 MHz.)
Endpoint: Fig. 9 shows the base Powder endpoint design, which

s realized on the platform in a number of different configurations,
.e., fixed endpoints, mobile endpoints and portable endpoints. Like
he general purpose base station, the main experimental components
re SDRs, an RF front end and antenna elements. Endpoints may also
nclude OTS endpoint equipment, e.g., smartphones. (Access to OTS
evices is provided via Android Debug Bridge (ADB), which enables
ser interface access through software such as Vysor (www.vysor.
o).) Because they lack high capacity fronthaul/backhaul networks, the
xperimental compute needs of endpoints are provided by co-located
ompute elements. Out-of-band access to endpoints is provided via WiFi
r commercial LTE. Like the base station design, endpoints have a
onitoring SDR (NI B210), coupled to the RF transmission/reception
ath, to ensure FCC compliance, and control and management el-
ments. Powder fixed endpoints contain two NI B210 experimental
DRs combined with two Intel NUC small-form-factor compute nodes.
ome fixed endpoints have OTS smartphones and others have Sky-

ark Iris SDRs (for interworking with the mMIMO system). Mobile

http://www.vysor.io
http://www.vysor.io
http://www.vysor.io
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Fig. 8. mMIMO base station (Skylark Wireless).

ndpoints contain an NI B210 and NI N300 experimental SDRs, a
eon-D Mini Server compute node and either OTS endpoint or Iris
DR. Endpoints are equipped with omni-directional wideband antennas
Taoglas GSA.8841 wideband I-bar). Mobile endpoints export their
PS coordinates via a near-real-time interface. (Fig. 10 shows example

fixed endpoint and mobile endpoint deployments.) Powder portable
ndpoints are designed to be used by experimenters who are physically
resent at the Powder platform and want to position the endpoint in
specific manner (e.g., put it in a specific location, or drive along
specific route). Alternatively, the portable endpoints might be used
y experimenters who want to bring their own endpoint devices to
nteract with the platform, but still have ‘‘normal’’ Powder out-of-band
ccess and experimental control. As such the portable endpoints are
eing designed to have the same basic access and control features as
ixed/mobile endpoints, but to be more configurable in terms of the
ctual equipment they contain.
RF Front End: Fig. 11 shows the current revision of the front

nd, which provides LTE Band-7 communication. It provides frequency
ivision duplexing functionality with uplink from 2500 to 2570 MHz
nd downlink from 2620 to 2690 MHz. Both base station and endpoint
ront ends are nearly identical in design in this revision. The only
ifference is that the endpoint has a double pole double throw (DPDT)
witch on the frequency domain duplexer (FDD) to provide selection
f transmitting on the uplink or downlink frequencies and the base
tation is hard wired to transmit on the downlink. Power amplification
7

is the primary component that improves performance. A digitally step
attenuator is used to protect the power amplifier from the maximum
output power of the SDR it is connected to. The total transmitter gain
is about 10–20 dB depending on the radio, tuned to allow saturation
of the power amplifier by the SDR without causing damage. On the
receive side we use a Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) tuned to the 2500
to 2700 MHz range. There is another digital step attenuator, after the
LNA on the receive path, used for gain control. On both the receive and
transmit paths a duplexer is connected between the amplifier and the
attenuator to provide additional filtering. Finally, a network connected
microcontroller (MCU) is used to monitor and control the system. It
monitors temperature, voltage and current and controls power voltage
per amplifier, bias current of the LNA, attenuators and enables/disables
the PA.

4.2. Experimental software & ‘‘starter’’ profiles

Powder provides low level access to the hardware building blocks
described earlier and as such enables a broad range of research without
‘‘getting in the way’’ of platform users. This is clearly a platform
strength, i.e., researchers can combine the hardware building blocks
in any way they see fit and use any software to realize their research.
Powder is, however, a complex environment and this inherent flexibility
can be overwhelming to users.

To mitigate this complexity, and to illustrate the range of areas/use
cases Powder supports, we use the profilemechanism described earlier to
‘‘package’’ hardware and software building blocks to creating starting
points for a range of research [56]:

RF monitoring:. The SDRs deployed in Powder provide an ideal plat-
form for monitoring RF transmissions in a real world environment.
RF monitoring is receiving renewed interest because of efforts re-
lated to dynamic spectrum sharing [9], sharing between licensed and
unlicensed spectrum use [57] and in general efforts related to inno-
vative use of spectrum (e.g., FCC designated Innovation Zones3 [8],
exploration of radio dynamic zones [58] etc.) Powder provides profiles
hat associate compute and radio equipment, and loads GNU Radio
ools [43] to bootstrap this type of work.

ireless communication:. The same low-level access to SDR hardware
nd software enable wireless communications research. For exam-
le, research associated with novel waveforms [59] and coding tech-
iques [60], RF propagation modeling [61], novel wireless archi-
tectures [62] etc. The Powder mMIMO system and software [63] is
packaged in a Powder profile and provides the means to explore
questions specific to the coherent use of a large number of antennas

3 Powder is an FCC Innovation Zone.
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Fig. 9. Endpoint base design packaged in different configurations: fixed endpoints, mobile endpoints and portable endpoints.
Fig. 10. Fixed endpoint & mobile endpoint on campus bus.
Fig. 11. RF front end: (a) Endpoint, (b) Base station.
and specifically to verify theoretical analyses related to the spectral
efficiency of these systems [64]. Powder also support the examination
of numerous practical mMIMO issues, such as the implementation and
overhead of pilot signals [65], coding strategies, and initialization
procedures for adding users [66].
8

Mobile communication:. The ability to flexibly combine Powder RF re-
sources with networking and compute resources in the platform enable
a broad range of research related to mobile communication. We have
numerous profiles associated with open source mobile networking soft-
ware stacks that provide 4G and 5G functionality, (e.g., srsLTE and
OpenAirInterface). The profiles associated with these stacks can be
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Fig. 12. Top figure: currently deployed single-band antenna. Bottom figure: dual-band
ntenna.

xecuted in over-the-air configuration, or using the Powder controlled
F environment, or using simulated RF communication, thus enabling
range of research configurations [67]. The Powder profile mecha-
ism can also support sophisticated configurations/topologies associ-
ted with network function virtualization and orchestration, technolo-
ies that feature strongly in emerging network architectures, including
G. For example, the Powder ONAP profile automates the instantiation
f this sophisticated industry standard management and orchestration
latform.

. Research examples

In this section we describe example research efforts by the Powder
eam to illustrate the utility of the platform.

.1. BYOD - antenna design

As described earlier in the paper, one of our goals is to enable bring-
our-own-device (BYOD) style research in Powder. While BYOD would
typically happen at the granularity of a ‘‘complete sub-system’’, e.g., a
standalone radio unit, where possible we attempt to support finer-
grained BYOD approaches. A specific example of the latter involves
support for electromagnetic design of antennas as an integral part of
wireless network experimentation. We plan to support user-supplied
antenna designs, with relatively rapid deployment onto the platform,
from CAD to deployment in perhaps as little as a few weeks. The
Powder team can assist with: (i) electromagnetic design validation
using industry-standard computation electromagnetics solvers, (ii) in-
terfacing with the fabrication vendor, (iii) network analysis testing in
an anechoic chamber, and (iv) antenna integration onto the Powder
platform hardware. Rapid prototyping methods supported can include:
3D printing, circuit board lithography or micro-machining, and CNC
wire bending.

To explore the feasibility of BYOD antenna research in Powder, we
9

have designed a dual-band antenna array for the Powder massive-MIMO
platform. The goal is to provide platform users access to both an LTE
band around 2.5 GHz and the CBRS band, 3.55–3.7 GHz. These two
bands will provide significant discrimination in scattering, path-loss,
and general RF environment, enabling the testing of coding strategies
and algorithms for RF robustness.

The key benefit of doing antenna research on a complete wireless
communications system, is that proposed designs can be optimized and
tested using system level metrics, rather than only relying on traditional
antenna performance parameters, such as S-parameters, directivity and
radiation efficiency. For example, maximizing mean spectral efficiency
over a statistical ensemble of user endpoint locations and scattering-
centers allows one to automatically make quantitatively efficient trade-
off decisions between: pattern, polarization, inter-channel coupling,
and radiation efficiency. Optimal design parameters obtained with sys-
tem level metrics also allow quantitative balancing of the performance
across two (or more) bands.

Fig. 12 shows simulations of the antenna efficiency of the currently
deployed single band antenna (top figure) and the efficiency of our
dual-band antenna design (bottom figure). Fig. 13 shows a photo of
the manufactured dual-band antenna. The dual-band antennas will
be deployed in the Powder mMIMO system and the BYOD ‘‘antenna
research workflow’’ we followed is available to platform users wishing
to perform such system level antenna research.

5.2. Spectrum usage and prediction

Increased use of mobile and wireless devices has caused increased
demand for wireless spectrum. In some sectors, specifically mobile
communication, the increased demand for spectrum is manifest through
ever increasing numbers of mobiles devices. What is not clear, however,
is the extend to which spectrum is actually being used across the overall
spectrum range. We performed an initial study to investigate actual
spectrum usage in the sub-6 GHz range. (The details of this work can be
found in the MS Thesis titled ‘‘Spectrum Usage Analyses and Prediction
Using LSTM Networks’’ [12].)

We specifically study spectrum usage in the frequency range 700
MHz to 2.8 GHz in Salt Lake City, Utah. Our study indicates that
several portions of these frequencies are under-utilized. Furthermore,
we observe that certain frequency bands demonstrate clear usage pat-
terns, e.g., show higher utilization during the daytime compared to
night-time; suggesting this behavior can be exploited for opportunistic
secondary usage of the spectrum.

Our spectrum usage data was obtained using Powder fixed-endpoints
(described in Section 4.1). We use the Python API provided by the
USRP Hardware Driver (UHD) to set the receive gain and to acquire
I/Q samples from a specific channel at a specified sample rate. The
measured frequency range is divided into bands, each with a width
of 30MHz. Each 30MHz band is further divided into 200 points such
that the distance between two consecutive frequency points is 150 KHz.
These frequency points are represented by the center frequency of the
150 KHz wide channel. The raw data collected for each frequency point
is the signal power computed at the USRP. We scan the frequency bands
acquiring raw I/Q samples at a sample rate of 30MHz and processing
the samples to compute log power for 150 KHz bins.

We collected spectrum data for five days from March 8th, 2020,
11:00 PM to March 13th, 2020, 11:00 PM. The spectrum usage in the
frequency range of 700 MHz to 2800 MHz, along with the spectrum
allocation categories by the US Department of Commerce, is shown in
Fig. 14. We can make the following observations from this figure:

• Low or no occupancy on the following bands: Radio Naviga-
tion, Aeronautical Radio Navigation, Earth, Exploration, Space
Research, Amateur, Fixed Satellite services.

• 71.4% of bands have 0%–20% usage, 5.7% of bands have 80%–
100% usage. Average usage is only 19.08%.

• Several bands (yellow highlights) exhibit significant differences
between day (orange bars) and night time (blue bars) spectrum
use.
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Fig. 13. Dual-band antenna: The top board has the radiating patch, with circumferential slots that differentially tune two resonant modes to the desired frequencies. The bottom
oard has a non-contact microstrip feed layer that excites the radiating patch.
.3. Radio channel measurement and modeling

Powder is capable of being used in large-scale repeatable channel
measurement studies. In addition to being frequency-agile, the Powder
latform has a large number of radio nodes, both at rooftop height and
t human height. These can be reserved for use in a large channel mea-
urement study, and can be repeatedly used to measure the same exact
etwork in different weather/seasons, interference, and time-of-day
onditions.
As an example, we use eight rooftop CBRS nodes, that is, the NI

310 on each rooftop node, to perform a basic path loss measurement
xperiment [68]. We use one rooftop node at a time as a transmitter,
nd measured received power at the other seven; then repeat with
he next node as transmitter, and repeat until all 7 × 8 links were
easured. Fig. 15 shows the received power (red dots) vs. path length
or the 56 links. The dB received power is not calibrated, so is listed as
eferred to an unknown reference. The path loss exponent model for the
easurements (blue line) has a path loss exponent of 3.6 and standard
eviation of 8.5 dB. We determine that the measurements fit the path
oss exponent model with an exponent of 3.6, that is, that the power
ecays proportionally to 𝑑−3.6, where d is the path length. Such path
oss models are useful for cellular deployment planning. Improvements
n path loss models can help develop deployment plans that ensure
ufficient SINR across a network.
Powder also enables wideband channel impulse response (CIR) mea-

urements which can be used to develop multipath models which then
mpact physical layer design. For example, as depicted in Fig. 16, we
se a pseudo-noise (PN) signal transmitter and a correlation receiver to
easure the CIR between two Powder rooftop nodes (William Browning
uilding and Behavioral Science Building). Fig. 17 shows the resulting
10

IR estimate. As expected, we see multipath powers with exponentially
decreasing magnitude as a function of excess time delay. We addi-
tionally see a multipath at 8 μs with 20 dB less power than the first
path. This late-arriving multipath component may be attributed to a
reflection from the mountains bordering the University of Utah campus,
as seen in the background of the view in Fig. 16.

Cellular operators know that weather changes impact the perfor-
mance of mobile networks. Powder provides a unique platform to
observe and model temporal changes at a variety of time scales by
measuring the same channel over seconds, minutes, hours, days, and
seasons, which generally has not been well modeled. We expect that the
Powder platform will enable key new statistical and temporal models
which will improve reliability and user experience of 5G cellular and
other future generation wireless systems. For example, Fig. 18 plots
receive signal strength measurements on a particular Powder CBRS link,
together with the environmental temperature for the corresponding
time period.

5.4. RAN programmability

The broad industry trend towards software defined networks is
also fundamentally changing the manner in which mobile and wire-
less networks are being built. The ability to ‘‘softwarize’’ the radio
access network (RAN) is of particular interest as it enables innovation
in the RAN/multi-access edge compute (MEC)/ultra-low-latency do-
mains. RAN programmability efforts have evolved from early research
efforts [5] to more ambitious industry efforts, such as the O-RAN
Alliance [6] that is undertaking broad standardization and development
in this area.

These efforts to ‘‘open up’’ the RAN, and making RAN systems more
programmable, is also readily supported with Powder’s flexibility and
unique mix of resources. We have a number of ongoing efforts in this

space, including the following:
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Fig. 14. Spectrum usage. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 15. Received power vs. path length for links between two rooftop nodes in Powder
using a CW transmission at 3.5 GHz.

• O-RAN integration with open source mobile stacks: We are extending
the open source mobile stacks we have available on Powder
11

(i.e., OpenAirInterface and srsLTE), to support the O-RAN E2
interface. This provides an open source, fully functional, end-to-
end O-RAN capable environment for Powder users. We maintain
a Powder O-RAN profile which captures the latest version of
these efforts. When instantiated, the current O-RAN profile au-
tomatically instantiates a Kubernettes cluster (using Kubespray),
uses the cluster to sets up an O-RAN environment (using the O-
RAN Alliance bronze release), configures and starts up an srsLTE
environment with an E2 agent implementing the O-RAN KPImon
service model.

• RAN programmability use cases: The concept of an open/
programmable RAN is well accepted by the mobile/wireless com-
munity. However, details about exactly how it should be realized
(e.g., to ensure latency requirements are met), what data and
controls needs to be made available via it interface abstractions
(e.g., the granularity of data needed, RAN mechanisms to be
controlled) etc., are still open questions. We are exploring various
RAN programmability use cases to inform these questions. Includ-
ing, exposing RAN resources through the E2 interface to enable
RAN slicing and fine-grained resource management; applying
machine learning to optimize various RAN functions, such as
the energy use of battery operated IoT devices, or handover
decisions in a heterogeneous RAN environment with overlapping
macro/small cells.
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Fig. 16. (Top) Channel impulse response (CIR) measurement setup; (Bottom) Google
Earth view of link from the William Browning building to the behavioral science
building rooftop nodes.

Fig. 17. Example CIR measurement.

Fig. 18. Received signal strength and environmental temperature on a CBRS link.

.5. Localization

Powder is uniquely capable of being used in localization research
ith its access to mobile and stationary endpoints, rooftop base sta-
ions and massive MIMO nodes, as well as its highly accurate time
12
Fig. 19. Actual and estimated location of transmitter from an example localization
experiment.

and frequency synchronization capabilities. Powder enables measure-
ments of received power, angle, and time-of-arrival, and additionally
enables scheduled transmission, user-defined transmit power and rel-
ative phase, which in combination, allows a broad segment of radio
localization research.

GPS coordinates of rooftop nodes and endpoints are available for
all nodes in Powder. These coordinates can be used to find distances
between nodes, or to plot on top of maps. For example, Fig. 19
shows the results of a basic Powder experiment testing transmitter
localization using received power measurements. The experiment used
seven rooftop nodes as receivers and one as a transmitter. The figure
shows the locations of seven rooftop nodes (black dots), in latitude
& longitude degrees relative to the Friendship Manor (fm) node. A
received power-based localization algorithm provides a transmitter
location estimate (X), vs. the actual transmitter location (green dot).

For higher accuracy localization, Powder will have two systems
for time and frequency synchronization of rooftop nodes. First, each
rooftop site currently has a GPS-disciplined oscillator driving an Ettus
Research OctoClock, which provides 1 pulse-per-second (PPS) and 10
MHz signals to each software-defined radio (SDR) at the site. Second,
the Powder team is evaluating a White Rabbit (WR) time synchroniza-
tion system which can provide sub-nanosecond level accuracy between
rooftop nodes over fiber. WR was developed as an open collaboration to
meet the time synchronization needs of large-scale physics experiments
such as CERN. At this level of accuracy, time-of-arrival measurements
at different rooftop sites can be accurately time-stamped such that
range errors from synchronization are on the order of 10 cm. Powder
plans to use the PPS and 10 MHz signals derived from WR for all SDRs
in each rooftop site. Thus the phase and time synchronization provides
a predictable phase difference between the antennas in the system,
such as the elements of the massive MIMO antenna array provided by
RENEW. This stable, predictable phase difference could thus be used
to estimate angle-of-arrival using measurements on multiple antenna
elements. With the WR hardware fully deployed, the GPS-DO would
act as a backup in case the WR signals are unavailable.

While no OctoClock currently is deployed at fixed endpoints or
mobile endpoints, the Powder team is developing a GPS-DO clock
distribution network for these endpoints. Without endpoint synchro-
nization, one may perform localization using the synchronized rooftop
nodes using time difference of arrival (TDOA). The rooftop nodes can
synchronously transmit orthogonal signals while the endpoint receiver
measures their differences in arrival times (like GPS), or the endpoints
can transmit and the rooftop nodes can receive and measure the

differences between arrival times (also called reverse GPS).
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Fig. 20. ‘‘Live’’ map of current Powder deployment (https://powderwireless.net/map). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
he web version of this article.)
Time-based localization requires time information to be available
o the localization application. Calls to the UHD library allow the clock
ource (internal oscillator vs. external clock) to be specified. Further,
he UHD interface to each SDR allows transmission or reception to be
cheduled with regards to the 1 PPS signal, and it also provides time
tamp metadata to be recorded along with signal samples.
We expect that these capabilities will allow for highly accurate time-

ased localization across a variety of TDOA or time-of-arrival (TOA)
ocalization systems, angle-of-arrival systems which require consistent
hase across multiple antennas, and power-based localization systems.

. Status and discussion

Table 1 summarizes of the Powder deployment status and plans as
of April 2021.

Fig. 20 shows a screenshot of (and the URL for) a live map that
depicts the current Powder deployment. The figure shows the ‘‘Orange’’
shuttle route with three buses, two of which (with green circles) are
equipped with mobile-endpoints.

While parts of Powder are still being deployed, the platform has been
available for experimenters since November 2019. Between Novem-
ber 1, 2019 and April 17, 2021, there were 115 registered projects,
and 57 of those instantiated at least one experiment. These 57 projects
represent 447 users who have collectively instantiated 9433 experi-
ments.4 Fig. 21 shows a time series of the number of experiments
started per day during the time period, and Fig. 22 shows a time
series of the cumulative daily experiment duration. Although the time
period is too short to draw general conclusions, the graphs suggest an
(expected) reduction of activity over the traditional vacation period
during December and into January before activity increased again.

Because Powder is an open platform, we do not control or even know
the exact details of the research conducted by Powder users. However,
when users register to make use of Powder, they provide a brief descrip-
tion of their intended use of the platform. Based on these descriptions
we can say that Powder users aspire to do research in a very broad range
of topics, including quality and security of mobile data; end-to-end

4 In Powder, a ‘‘project’’ represents a specific research activity that might
nvolve a number of ‘‘users’’. Powder ‘‘experiments’’ represent sets of platform
esources that are allocated for a period of time (the experiment duration) for
sers. As such, a user can be associated with multiple projects and can have
ultiple instantiated experiments.
13
Fig. 21. Number of experiments per day since Powder became generally available.

Fig. 22. Cumulative duration of experiments per day since Powder became generally
available.

mobile network performance; RAN orchestration and resource manage-
ment; alternative RF waveforms, e.g., low power wide area network
(LPWAN) and massive MIMO (mMIMO); basestations with quantum-
enabled computational techniques; cross-layer-aware RAN scheduling;
low-latency networking; localization; spectrum sharing; named-data
networking; detecting spectrum offenders; reinforcement learning base

https://powderwireless.net/map
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Table 1
Powder Status & Plans: April 2021.
Area: Functionality Status Notes

UofU Campus: Rooftop base stations Deployed 9 deployed
UofU Campus: Fixed endpoints Deployed 10 deployment
UofU Campus: Front/back-haul & edge cluster Deployed CWDM + 19 compute nodes
Metro Cloud (Campus/downtown datacenter) Deployed 1200+ Emulab/CloudLab nodes
UofU Campus: Mobile endpoints In progress 13 deployed, 7 more in progress
Portable endpoints In progress Two units available
UofU Campus: Dense deployment In progress Deployment expected summer 2021
wireless; wireless network management; wireless/5G security; predict-
ing channel characteristics; optimizing mMIMO antenna functionality;
wireless signal classification; aligning wireless simulations with real-
world functionality; beam finding and beam steering; creating a ra-
dio environment map; RF interference management; high-resolution
sensing using mMIMO; network slicing and orchestration; handover
management and optimization; and software-defined RAN control. The
Powder website contains descriptions of additional research efforts by
latform users [69].
Because Powder has been operational and available for a relatively

hort period, we expect that users’ research in most of these areas is
till ongoing. Published (or publicly distributed) research we are aware
f, that used the Powder platform in some form, includes work on im-
roving the capacity [70] and downlink technology [71] of low power
ide area networks; on a steganography-based (covert), private, 5G
onnectivity-as-a-service approach [72]; in applying ML to emerging
pen RAN approaches [73]; on offloading augmented reality computa-
ion to the mobile edge [74]; for geolocation experimentation [75]; and
or automated cellular network management [67]. Our own published
esearch that utilizes Powder-based experiments includes work on radio
access network management [76]; on data-driven wireless resource
management [77]; and on data-driven validation of RF propagation
models [78].

7. Conclusion

The Platform for Open Wireless Data-driven Experimental Research
(Powder) is a unique city-scale, remotely accessible, end-to-end software
defined platform supporting a broad range of wireless and mobile
related research. Powder is operational and available for research and
is, at the same time, still undergoing development as we add features
and capabilities.

Designing, building and deploying a wireless research platform of
the scale of Powder is by necessity a significant undertaking with
plenty of opportunities for ‘‘hard learned lessons’’. These include the
need for access to spectrum, the tension between deployability and
flexibility, the tradeoff between off-the-shelf and specialized hardware,
the need for a ‘‘people network’’ to make progress, the difference
between ‘‘working in the lab’’ and ‘‘working in the wild’’, dealing with
heat and cold and wet etc. For the benefit of the research community
we plan to cover these aspects in detail in future publications.
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